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Abstract
We prove that a relation over Fq [Z] is recursively enumerable if and only if it is Diophantine over
Fq [W,Z]. We do this by first constructing a model of N in Fq [Z], where n is represented by Zn. In a
second step, we show that it suffices to eliminate a bounded universal quantifier. Then finally, the hardest
part of the proof is to show that we can eliminate this quantifier.
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1. Introduction
Hilbert’s Tenth Problem (HTP) for a ring R is the question whether there exists an algo-
rithm to decide whether or not a Diophantine equation has a solution over R. With “Diophantine
equation” we mean a polynomial equation with coefficients in R in any number of variables.
The original question by Hilbert (the 10th from his famous list of 23 problems) was about the
integers Z. Hilbert’s Tenth Problem for Z has a negative answer, in the sense that there does not
exist an algorithm to decide whether or not a Diophantine equation has a solution over Z. This
was proven in 1970 by Yuri Matiyasevicˇ (see [7]), building on earlier work by Martin Davis,
Hilary Putnam and Julia Robinson.
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They proved that the class of all Diophantine sets is the same as the class of all recursively
enumerable sets (see Section 2 for definitions). In what follows, we will refer to this theorem
simply as “DPRM.” Together with the existence of a set which is recursively enumerable but not
recursive, this has as an immediate corollary the negative answer to HTP for Z. In [1], Davis
glues together all the older articles, to give a full proof of DPRM from scratch. It was that article
which inspired the author to look at Fq [Z].
While HTP has been settled for a large number of rings (either by proving undecidability, or by
giving a decision algorithm), very little is known about the analogue of DPRM: are Diophantine
sets overR the same as recursively enumerable sets overR? Obviously, this question only makes
sense if the ring R is recursive; in particular it has to be countable.
In the cases where Z is Diophantine in a number ring OK , one can easily prove the analogue
of DPRM for OK , using the fact that OK is a finitely generated Z-module. Denef proved it for
Z[Z] (see [3]) and Zahidi extended this to OK [Z1,Z2, . . . ,Zm] with OK the ring of integers in
a totally real number field (see [12]). To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is a complete
list of results so far, up to date no results are known in positive characteristic.
In this paper we are looking at the ring Fq [Z] of polynomials over a finite field. HTP for this
ring has a negative answer, as proven by Denef in 1979 (see [4]). He does this by interpreting the
integers as Chebyshev polynomials in Fq [Z]. These polynomials are the solutions of a particular
Pell equation.
In this paper, we will prove
Main Theorem. Let p be a prime, and q a power of p. For all k  1, a subset of Fq [Z]k
is recursively enumerable if and only if it is Diophantine over Fq [W,Z] in the language L =
{0,1,+, ·, α,W,Z}, where Fp(α)= Fq .
Note the introduction of a new variable W , which gives us more freedom to make Diophantine
definitions. This extra variable is used only in Section 7.3, the rest of the paper just needs the
variable Z.
Before the proof of DPRM was completed, Davis and Putnam proved that every recursively
enumerable subset of Z is Diophantine over Z[W ] (see [2]). Our Main Theorem is the analogue
of that, but over Fq [Z] instead of Z.
Eventually, one would like to prove the analogue of DPRM for Fq [Z], namely that recursively
enumerable sets in Fq [Z] are Diophantine over Fq [Z]. At this point, there is no direct proof of
this, but in subsequent work the author will give a Diophantine interpretation of Fq [W,Z] over
Fq [Z]. This uses different techniques than the ones in the present paper. The idea is to encode a
polynomial
∑
i
∑
j αijW
iZj ∈ Fq [W,Z] as∑i∑j αijZsi+j ∈ Fq [Z], for a sufficiently large s.
Together with the above Main Theorem, this will prove the exact analogue of DPRM.
2. Definitions
We will begin by reviewing the definitions of Diophantine sets and recursively enumerable
sets. A very well written introduction to Hilbert’s Tenth Problem and the concepts used in this
paper can be found in [9]. For a longer survey article and an extensive bibliography, we refer
to [8].
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J. Demeyer / Journal of Algebra ••• (••••) •••–••• 3Definition 1. Let R be a ring (our rings will always be commutative with 1) and k a positive
integer. We call a subset S of Rk Diophantine over R if and only if there exists a number n and
a polynomial f (a1, . . . , ak, x1, . . . , xn) with coefficients in R such that:
S = {(a1, . . . , ak) ∈Rk ∣∣ f (a1, . . . , ak, x1, . . . , xn)= 0 has a solution}. (1)
Usually, we will write this as
(a1, . . . , ak) ∈ S ⇐⇒ (∃x1, . . . , xn ∈R)
(
f (a1, . . . , ak, x1, . . . , xn)= 0
)
. (2)
(1) and (2) are called Diophantine definitions of the set S .
In this definition it is important to mention the ring R, since certain sets are Diophantine over
one ring, but not over another.
Proposition 1. Let R be an integral domain (i.e. there are no zero divisors). Then the union of
two Diophantine sets is Diophantine, and if the fraction field of R is not algebraically closed,
then the intersection of two Diophantine sets is also Diophantine.
Proof. Let S1 ⊆Rk be defined by the equation f (a1, . . . , ak, x1, . . . , xm) = 0, and S2 ⊆Rk by
the equation g(a1, . . . , ak, y1, . . . , yn)= 0.
Then it is easy to see that the union S1 ∪ S2 is defined by the product
f (a1, . . . , ak, x1, . . . , xm)g(a1, . . . , ak, y1, . . . , yn)= 0. (3)
For the intersection, we need a polynomial h(x) =∑di=0 aixi ∈R[x] with d > 0 and ad = 0,
which has no roots in the fraction field of R. Such a polynomial exists, because we assumed that
this field is not algebraically closed. We claim that S1 ∩ S2 is defined by
d∑
i=0
aif (a1, . . . , ak, x1, . . . , xm)
d−ig(a1, . . . , ak, y1, . . . , yn)i = 0. (4)
It is clear that a solution to f = 0 and g = 0 gives a solution to (4).
Conversely, suppose (4) has a solution x1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , yn. Then
0 = f (a¯, x¯)d
d∑
i=0
ai
g(a¯, y¯)i
f (a¯, x¯)i
= f (a¯, x¯)dh
(
g(a¯, y¯)
f (a¯, x¯)
)
.
Since h has no zeros, f (a¯, x¯) must be zero, and the only term remaining in (4) is adg(a¯, y¯)d = 0,
which implies g(a¯, y¯) = 0. So we see that f (a¯, x¯) = g(a¯, y¯) = 0, which means that we just
defined the intersection of S1 and S2. 
In what follows, we will write down Diophantine definitions with existential quantifiers
(“there exists,” ∃), as in formula (2). In this notation, intersections correspond with logical con-
junctions (“and,” ∧), and unions with logical disjunctions (“or,” ∨). All the rings we encounter
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as we like in our Diophantine definitions.
Throughout this paper, we will write N for the set of non-negative integers {0,1,2, . . .}.
Definition 2. Let S be a subset of Nk .
• S is called recursively enumerable (r.e.) if there exists an algorithm which lists exactly the
set S . This algorithm can run forever, but every element of S has to be printed at least once.
• S ⊆ Nk is recursive if there exists an algorithm, which on input x ∈ Nk , decides whether or
not x ∈ S . It is easy to see that a set S is recursive if and only if both S and its complement
are recursively enumerable.
If we want to extend the above notions of recursively enumerable and recursive sets to other
rings, we require the ring to be recursive.
Definition 3. A recursive ring (also called computable ring or explicit ring)R is a countable ring
admitting an injection θ :R ↪→ N such that Im θ is recursive (as a subset of N) and both
{(
θ(X), θ(Y ), θ(X + Y)) ∣∣X,Y ∈R} and {(θ(X), θ(Y ), θ(XY)) ∣∣X,Y ∈R}
are recursive subsets of N3. We call θ a recursive presentation of R. More background on this
can be found in [5] or [10].
Definition 4. LetR be a recursive ring with recursive presentation θ :R ↪→ N. A subset S ofRk
is said to be r.e. (respectively recursive) if the component-wise image of S under θ is an r.e.
(respectively recursive) subset of Nk .
A problem with these definitions is that the recursive presentation θ is far from unique, so
a certain set S ⊆Rk could be r.e. for one presentation θ1, but not for another θ2. However, for
the rings we work with, namely Fq [Z], Fq [W,Z] and Z, all possible recursive presentations
are equivalent, in the sense that they give the same r.e. and recursive sets (see [5], in particular
Theorem 3.1).
3. Strategy
As mentioned in the introduction, there is the well-known Davis–Putnam–Robinson–
Matiyasevicˇ Theorem:
Theorem 1 (DPRM). For all k  1, a subset of Zk is recursively enumerable if and only if it is
Diophantine over Z.
We need to remark that this proof actually worked in Z1 instead of Z, but this does not matter
since Z1 is Diophantine over Z (something is positive if and only if it is a sum of 4 squares
plus 1) and there is a model of Z in Z21 (represent an integer as a difference of positive numbers).
In this paper, we work over N = Z0, which is essentially the same (elements of Z0 are a sum
of 4 squares).
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J. Demeyer / Journal of Algebra ••• (••••) •••–••• 5Main Theorem. Let p be a prime, and q a power of p. For all k  1, a subset of Fq [Z]k
is recursively enumerable if and only if it is Diophantine over Fq [W,Z] in the language L =
{0,1,+, ·, α,W,Z}, where Fp(α) = Fq .
Both for the original DPRM Theorem, as well as for this theorem, the “if” direction is imme-
diate: Let R be any recursive ring. It is easy to see that every Diophantine subset of Rk is r.e.:
take a Diophantine set
S = {(a1, . . . , ak) ∈Rk ∣∣ f (a1, . . . , ak, x1, . . . , xn)= 0 has a solution}.
Construct an algorithm which simply tries all possible values for (a1, . . . , ak, x1, . . . , xn) ∈Rk+n,
and prints (a1, . . . , ak) whenever a zero of f is found. This algorithm will list exactly the set S .
The hard part is the “only if” direction of the Main Theorem. The first thing we need to do is
to construct a Diophantine model of N in Fq [Z] (see Section 4), by mapping a natural number
n  0 to the polynomial Zn. This model is strongly based on Denef’s model for Z in Fq [Z]
(see [4]). The construction of the model is the only place where we must distinguish between
odd and even characteristic.
Given this model of N in Fq [Z], the most difficult part of this paper is the elimination of
bounded universal quantifiers (see Section 7). Such a quantifier, written (∀k)y , means “for
k = 0,1, . . . , y.” Here, k and y are natural numbers, represented by Zk and Zy in the model.
Given a formula with a bounded universal quantifier (and any number of existential quantifiers),
we have to show that it is equivalent to a formula with only existential quantifiers. This is the
part where the variable W is needed, to make certain Diophantine definitions.
The elimination of bounded universal quantifiers was also one of the key components needed
in the proof of DPRM (see [1, pp. 252–256]). There, each of the y formulas arising from the
bounded universal quantifier (∀k)y is considered modulo a different large number in an arith-
metic progression, and then these y formulas are encoded into just one formula using the Chinese
Remainder Theorem. Our method also uses the Chinese Remainder Theorem, but modulo a prod-
uct of certain cyclotomic polynomials, instead of numbers in an arithmetic progression. Apart
from this idea of using the Chinese Remainder Theorem, there is very little in the DPRM proof
which works for Fq [Z].
Once we know how to eliminate bounded universal quantifiers, the rest of the proof is easy
to fill in. A classical method to prove analogues of DPRM is to reduce to N, where it is known
that r.e. sets are Diophantine. To do this, we have to enumerate Fq [Z] as {P (0),P (1),P (2), . . .},
where P (n) is seen as the nth polynomial in Fq [Z]. By a standard argument (see Section 6.1),
it suffices to prove that the relation “X is the nth polynomial,” with X in Fq [Z], is Diophantine
over Fq [W,Z].
Defining this relation can be done using a bounded universal quantifier, where the bound is the
degree of the polynomial P (n) to be defined (see Section 6.2). A quantifier (∀k)d gives d + 1
values for k. And a polynomial of degree d has d + 1 coefficients, so we just need to express that
the degree of X is (at most) d , and that the kth coefficient of X equals the kth coefficient of P (n)
for all k  d .
4. A model of N in Fq[W,Z]
In this section, we will construct models of N = {0,1,2, . . .} where n ∈ N corresponds with
T n in Fq [W,Z]. We can make such a model for every non-constant polynomial T (this means
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6 J. Demeyer / Journal of Algebra ••• (••••) •••–•••T ∈ Fq [W,Z] \ Fq ). In [4], Denef constructs a model of Z in Fq [Z], using the Chebyshev poly-
nomials. Ours differs from his, but we do need many of his ideas to construct our model. Just
like in Denef’s paper, we have to make the distinction between odd and even characteristic.
4.1. Odd characteristic
In the case p is odd, we will use the Chebyshev polynomials Xn,Yn ∈ Z[Z]. These are defined
by
(
Z +
√
Z2 − 1 )n =Xn(Z)+√Z2 − 1Yn(Z) (n ∈ Z).
Note that (Z+√Z2 − 1 )−1 = (Z−√Z2 − 1 ), so this definition also makes sense for negative n.
The couples (Xn,Yn) are solutions of the Pell equation
X2 − (Z2 − 1)Y 2 = 1. (5)
We can see them as elements of Fq [Z] by reducing the coefficients modulo p.
Facts 1. These are some easy facts about the Chebyshev polynomials (see for instance [4]). They
are true in all polynomial rings of characteristic not 2.
X0 = 1, Y0 = 0,
X1 = Z, Y1 = 1,
Xn+k =XnXk +
(
Z2 − 1)YnYk, Yn+k =XnYk + YnXk,
X−n =Xn, Y−n = −Yn,
degXn = n (n 0), degYn = n− 1 (n 1).
Proposition 2 (Pell equation). Let T , X and Y be elements of Fq [W,Z], with T non-constant.
Then
(∃n ∈ Z) (X =Xn(T )∧ Y = Yn(T )) ⇐⇒ (X2 − (T 2 − 1)Y 2 = 1 ∧ T − 1|X − 1).
Proof. This follows from [4, p. 137, (4)–(5)], applied to either the ring Fq [W ] or Fq [Z]. 
Proposition 3. Let A and B be elements of Fq [W,Z] with B non-constant. Then
(∃k ∈ N) (A= Bpk )
⇐⇒ (∃m ∈ Z) (A=Xm(B))∧ (∃n ∈ Z) (A+ 1 =Xn(B + 1)).
Proof. The direction “⇒” follows from the fact that Xpk = Zpk , hence Xpk(T )= T pk .
Conversely, from the right-hand side of the equivalence follows that
Xm(B)+ 1 =Xn(B + 1).
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Lemma 2.1 point 6 in [4]. 
Proposition 4. Let T ∈ Fq(W,Z)∗ and n ∈ Z. Then the following equality holds:
T n =Xn
(
T + T −1
2
)
+ T − T
−1
2
Yn
(
T + T −1
2
)
. (6)
Proof. We prove this by induction on n, using Facts 1. The statement clearly holds for n = 0,
because X0 = 1 and Y0 = 0. For n positive, we will expand the right-hand side of (6). For ease
of notation, we omit the arguments of the Chebyshev polynomials, they are always T+T −12 .
Xn + T − T
−1
2
Yn
=X1Xn−1 +
((
T + T −1
2
)2
− 1
)
Y1Yn−1 + T − T
−1
2
X1Yn−1 + T − T
−1
2
Y1Xn−1
= T + T
−1
2
Xn−1 + T
2 − 2 + T −2
4
Yn−1 + T
2 − T −2
4
Yn−1 + T − T
−1
2
Xn−1
= TXn−1 + T
2 − 1
2
Yn−1 = T
(
Xn−1 + T − T
−1
2
Yn−1
)
.
The proposition for negative n follows by exchanging the roles of T and T −1, and by the fact
that X−n =Xn and Y−n = −Yn. 
Using Proposition 4, we will define a model of N in Fq [W,Z]. We cannot apply (6) directly
to define T n, because we need T −1, which is not a polynomial. Instead, we will define powers
modulo a particular polynomial.
Proposition 5. Let T be a non-constant polynomial in Fq [W,Z]. Then we can give a Diophantine
definition of the powers of T as follows:
(∃n ∈ N) (A= T n) (7)
(∃S,X,Y ∈ Fq [W,Z])
(∃k ∈ N) (S = T pk ) (8)
∧ (∃n ∈ Z)
(
X =Xn
(
T + S
2
)
∧ Y = Yn
(
T + S
2
))
(9)
∧A≡X + T − S
2
Y mod T S − 1 (10)
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8 J. Demeyer / Journal of Algebra ••• (••••) •••–•••Proof. Suppose that A= T n. Take a k such that n pk , and let S be T pk . Set X =Xn(T+S2 ) and
Y = Yn(T+S2 ). This already gives (8), (9) and (11). Now S is the inverse of T modulo T S − 1,
so Proposition 4 implies (10).
Conversely, assume (8) to (11) hold. From (9) and (10) it follows that A ≡ T m mod T S − 1
for a certain m ∈ Z. Since S = T pk , we have T pk+1 ≡ 1 mod T S − 1. Let n be the unique integer
such that 0 n pk and n≡m mod pk + 1. This implies that
A ≡ T n mod T S − 1. (12)
If we can prove that degA < deg(T S − 1) and degT n < deg(T S − 1), it will follow that A is
equal to T n. We know that degA  degS = pk degT because A divides S. But also degT n =
ndegT . Both these degrees are less than deg(T S − 1)= (pk + 1)degT . 
4.2. Even characteristic
This will be very analogous to the case p odd, we just need to change the equations somewhat.
In characteristic 2, the usual Pell equation X2 − (T 2 −1)Y 2 = 1 is equivalent to X− (T −1)Y =
1, so we must use a different equation.
Let α be a root of
α2 +Zα + 1 = 0.
Then we define the polynomials Xn,Yn ∈ F2[Z] as
αn =Xn(Z)+ αYn(Z).
These are solutions of
X2 +ZXY + Y 2 = 1.
These Xn and Yn have properties very analogous to the Chebyshev polynomials. We will not
give any proofs since they are practically the same as in the case p odd. Again, we refer to [4].
Facts 2.
X0 = 1, Y0 = 0,
X1 = 0, Y1 = 1,
Xn+k =XnXk + YnYk, Yn+k =XnYk + YnXk +ZYnYk,
X−n =Xn +ZYn, Y−n = Yn,
degXn = n− 2 (n 2), degYn = n− 1 (n 1).
Proposition 6. Let T , X and Y be elements of Fq [W,Z], with T non-constant. Then
(∃n ∈ Z) (X =Xn(T )∧ Y = Yn(T )) ⇐⇒ (X2 +ZXY + Y 2 = 1).
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(∃k ∈ N) (A = B2k )
⇐⇒ (∃m ∈ Z) (A = B · Ym(B))∧ (∃n ∈ Z) (A+ 1 = (B + 1) · Yn(B + 1)).
Proposition 8. Let T ∈ Fq(W,Z)∗ and n ∈ Z. Then the following equality holds:
T n =Xn
(
T + T −1)+ T Yn(T + T −1). (13)
Proposition 9. Let T be a non-constant polynomial in Fq [W,Z]. Then we can give a Diophantine
definition of the powers of T as follows:
(∃n ∈ N) (A= T n) (14)
(∃S,X,Y ∈ Fq [W,Z])
(∃k ∈ N) (S = T 2k ) (15)
∧ (∃n ∈ Z) (X =Xn(T + S)∧ Y = Yn(T + S)) (16)
∧A≡X + T Y mod T S − 1 (17)
∧A|S. (18)
4.3. Operators
So far, we defined the set of powers of T , where T was any non-constant polynomial. It is
convenient that we got the same result for odd and even characteristic. This will allow us to forget
about characteristic in the remainder of this paper.
In order to have a Diophantine model, we must also give Diophantine definitions of addition
and multiplication. Addition is trivial, because T a+b = T aT b .
Instead of defining multiplication directly, we use a trick by Denef. Let | denote the usual
divisibility in N and define the relation |p as
a|pb ⇐⇒ (∃k ∈ N) (b = pka).
Then multiplication can be defined in 〈N,+, |, |p〉 (see [4]). So, in order to have a model of
〈N,+, ·〉 in 〈Fq [W,Z],+, ·〉, we just need to define the relations | and |p in this model. This can
be done in a Diophantine way as follows:
a|b ⇐⇒ T a − 1|T b − 1,
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We have defined infinitely many models of N in Fq [W,Z]. Indeed, we have a model for every
T in Fq [W,Z] \ Fq . But we will almost exclusively work with one particular model, namely the
one with T = Z. So, a natural number n ∈ N corresponds to Zn ∈ Fq [W,Z].
This leads to two types of variables: The first type will be written with Latin uppercase let-
ters (A,B, . . .), and run in Fq [W,Z]. The second type, denoted with Latin lowercase letters
(a, b, . . .), run in N, but are represented by powers of Z.
If we write down a formula mixing these two types, the variables of the second type can only
occur as powers of Z. Consider, as an example, the formula
(∃n ∈ N) ((Z − 1)A= Zn − 1).
This really means
(∃X ∈ Fq [W,Z]) ((∃n ∈ N) (X = Zn)∧ ((Z − 1)A =X − 1)).
The part (∃n ∈ N) (X = Zn) is Diophantine as shown above, so the whole formula is Diophan-
tine.
Sometimes we will write down formulas containing only variables of the second type (natural
numbers). An example of this could be
(∃a ∈ N) (a is prime ∧ n=ma − 1).
When we see all variables in this formula as natural numbers, it is Diophantine over N, by
DPRM. As we encode these variables as powers of Z, the resulting relation between Zn and Zm
is Diophantine over Fq [W,Z] because our model of N is Diophantine.
4.5. Defining arbitrary powers
The purpose of this section is to prove that Bn is a Diophantine function of B and n. Remem-
ber that n is being represented by Zn, so we should say a function of B and Zn.
We will do this in two steps: first we do the case where n is a power of the characteristic p.
Then we will do arbitrary n, but only in the case that B = 0, which is sufficient for our purposes.
Proposition 10. Let A,B ∈ Fq [W,Z] and h ∈ N. Then the relation “A = Bph” between A, B
and Zph is Diophantine:
A = Bph (19)

(∃k ∈ N) (A · (Zph)2 +Zph = (BZ2 +Z)pk ). (20)
Remark. Formula (20) is Diophantine by either Proposition 3 (for p > 2) or 7 (for p = 2). The
condition that BZ2 +Z is non-constant is indeed satisfied.
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J. Demeyer / Journal of Algebra ••• (••••) •••–••• 11Proof. If A= Bph , then clearly (20) holds with k = h.
Conversely, assume (20). Then we have for a certain k that
AZ2p
h +Zph = BpkZ2pk +Zpk . (21)
The order at Z = 0 of the left-hand side is ph, the right-hand side has order pk . These have to be
equal, so k = h and it follows immediately from (21) that A= Bpk = Bph . 
Now we can also define general powers (for technical reasons, we add the condition B = 0):
Proposition 11. Let A,B ∈ Fq [W,Z] and n ∈ N with B = 0. Then
A= Bn (22)
(∃C ∈ Fq [W,Z]) (∃m ∈ N)
m= pn (23)
∧C = Bm (24)
∧ (∃k ∈ N) (AZn = (BZ)k ∧CZm = (BZ)pk ). (25)
Remark. In the preceding proposition, we proved that (24) is Diophantine. (23) is Diophantine
by DPRM. As for formula (25), saying that AZn and CZm are both powers of BZ is Diophan-
tine. But (25) also gives a relation between these powers. Using the Diophantine model of N in
Fq [W,Z] where n corresponds to (BZ)n, we see that this relation between AZn and CZm is
Diophantine, since it is recursive.
Proof. Immediate. 
4.6. Bounding degree
A frequently used technique in our Diophantine definitions is to combine a congruence with
a bound. The idea is the following: suppose we know that A ≡ B mod C for certain polynomials
A, B and C. If we can prove that degA< degC and degB < degC, then we may conclude that
A= B . We already used this technique on (12) in Proposition 5.
Congruences are Diophantine, but we still need a Diophantine way to bound degrees. Unfor-
tunately, we can do this only for polynomials in one variable Z. If a similar bound could be made
for polynomials in the two variables, then it would follow that r.e. sets in Fq [W,Z] (as opposed
to Fq [Z]) are Diophantine over Fq [W,Z].
Definition 5. Define the following Diophantine predicate:
β(X, e) ⇐⇒ X = 0 ∨ (X|Zq2e −Zqe).
Equivalently,
β(X, e) ⇐⇒ X2∣∣(Zq2e −Zqe)X.
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that deg 0 = −∞).
Lemma 3. For every polynomial X ∈ Fq [Z] there exists an e such that β(X, e).
Proof. For X = 0, the statement is clear, so assume X = 0. Let Y be the biggest squarefree
divisor (the radical) of X, then there exists a c for which X|Y c . Because Y is non-zero and
squarefree, it will have a finite number of roots, all distinct. Let Fqd be a field containing all
these roots, then
Y
∣∣∣ ∏
ξ∈F
qd
(Z − ξ)= Zqd −Z.
If we take e ∈ N such that d|e and c qe, we get
X
∣∣Y c∣∣Yqe ∣∣(Zqd −Z)qe ∣∣(Zqe −Z)qe = Zq2e −Zqe .
This means that β(X, e) will be true. 
Corollary 12. For every finite set of polynomials X1, . . . ,Xn ∈ Fq [Z], there exists an e such that
β(Xi, e) holds for all 1 i  n.
Proof. Since β(0, e) is always true, we may assume without loss of generality that none of the
given polynomials equals zero. Now apply the preceding lemma on X = X1X2 . . .Xn. Since
X = 0, this will give us an e such that Xi |X|Zq2e −Zqe for all 1 i  n. 
Definition 6. Define the following sequence of finite subsets of Fq [Z]:
Bu =
{
X ∈ Fq [Z]
∣∣ β(X,u)}
= {X ∈ Fq [Z] ∣∣X = 0 ∨ X|Zq2u −Zqu}.
From the corollary it follows that every finite subset of Fq [Z] is contained in at least one Bu.
Every finite subset will even be contained in infinitely many different Bu, since Bu ⊂ Bv when-
ever u|v.
So we see that we can use the predicate β(·, e) to ‘bound’ the degree of a polynomial. But β
also serves another purpose, namely to Diophantinely define the set Fq [Z] in Fq [W,Z]:
Lemma 4. For X ∈ Fq [W,Z] we have
X ∈ Fq [Z] ⇐⇒ X = 0 ∨ (∃e)
(
X|Zq2e −Zqe).
Proof. The “⇒” direction is essentially what we proved in Lemma 3. “⇐” is immediately clear:
a polynomial involving W can never be a divisor of a polynomial in the variable Z. 
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In the rest of this paper, we will often work with cyclotomic polynomials. To define the nth
cyclotomic polynomial Φn ∈ Q[Z], consider ζn, a primitive nth root of unity in some number
field. Then Φn is defined as the minimal polynomial of ζn, or
Φn(Z) =
∏
k∈(Z/nZ)∗
(
Z − ζ kn
)
.
We see that Φn is monic of degree ϕ(n), where ϕ denotes the Euler totient function. Since ζn is
an algebraic integer, Φn(Z) will have integer coefficients. Therefore, it makes sense to view the
cyclotomic polynomials in Fq [Z]. From the definition it is easy to see that
Zn − 1 =
∏
d|n
Φd(Z).
When n is prime, we can use this to Diophantinely define the nth cyclotomic polynomial in
Fq [W,Z] as
X =Φn ⇐⇒ (Z − 1)X = Zn − 1. (26)
In the previous section, we constructed a Diophantine model of N, with n being represented
by Zn. This means that (26) gives a Diophantine function N → Fq [Z], mapping n to Φn when-
ever n is prime.
We need the following easy facts about cyclotomic polynomials (some proofs are inspired
by [11]):
Proposition 13. If n is prime to the characteristic p, then Zn − 1 is a squarefree polynomial in
Fq [Z].
Proof. The derivative of Zn − 1 is nZn−1 with n non-zero in Fq . So gcd(Zn − 1, nZn−1) = 1,
which implies that Zn − 1 is squarefree. 
Proposition 14. Let a and b be two distinct integers, both prime to p. Then gcd(Φa,Φb) = 1
in Fq [Z].
Proof. If Φa and Φb had a common factor, then Zab − 1, which is a multiple of ΦaΦb , would
not be squarefree. 
Let g and a be coprime integers. In what follows, the notation ord(g mod a) means the order
of g seen as an element of the group (Z/aZ)∗. In other words, the smallest positive integer k
such that gk ≡ 1 mod a.
Proposition 15. Let a and b be prime, with b not a divisor of q − 1. Then
a|Φb(q) ⇐⇒ ord(q mod a)= b.
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qb − 1
q − 1 ≡ 0 mod a. (27)
We claim that q cannot be congruent to 1 modulo a. Otherwise, we would have
0 ≡Φb(q)= 1 + q + q2 + · · · + qb−1 ≡ b mod a.
In other words, b would have to be a multiple of a, hence equal to a. By Fermat’s Little Theorem
and the fact that q ≡ 1 mod b, we have
qb − 1
q − 1 ≡ 1 mod b.
This is a contradiction with (27).
Given q ≡ 1 mod a, (27) implies that qb ≡ 1 mod a.
(⇐) b is prime, so ord(q mod a)= b means
qb ≡ 1 mod a and q ≡ 1 mod a.
Therefore,
qb − 1
q − 1 ≡ 0 mod a. 
Proposition 16. Let a be prime to the characteristic p. Then the irreducible factors of the cyclo-
tomic polynomial Φa (seen as an element of Fq [Z]) all have degree equal to ord(q mod a).
Proof. See [6, Theorem 2.47]. 
Taking the last two propositions together, we get
Corollary 17. Let q be a power of a prime p. Let a and b be primes with b  q −1. The following
are equivalent:
(1) a|Φb(q).
(2) a = p and ord(q mod a)= b.
(3) a = p and all the irreducible factors of Φa over Fq have degree equal to b.
Proof. The only thing we still have to prove is that a = p whenever a|Φb(q). We know that
a|Φb(q)|qb − 1, which implies that gcd(a,p)= 1. 
This can be used to find cyclotomic polynomials with factors of prescribed degree, if that
degree is prime and does not divide q − 1. This will be one of the main tools in Section 7.
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6.1. . . . to defining the nth polynomial
To prove the Main Theorem, we will use a well-known method to prove the equivalence of
recursively enumerable and Diophantine sets (see Section 2 for definitions), which has been
successfully applied in [3] and [12]. The idea is to give a Diophantine definition of “X is the nth
polynomial in Fq [Z].”
Fq [Z] is a recursive ring, so we can consider a recursive presentation θ :Fq [Z] ↪→ N. The nth
polynomial is then the polynomial θ−1(n).
Theorem 5. The following are equivalent:
(1) Every r.e. subset of Fq [Z] is Diophantine over Fq [W,Z].
(2) For all k  1, every r.e. subset of Fq [Z]k is Diophantine over Fq [W,Z].
(3) The following relation between A ∈ Fq [Z] and X ∈ Fq [Z] is Diophantine over Fq [W,Z]:
θ(A)= θ(Zθ(X)). (28)
Proof. (1 ⇒ 2). Take a d such that pd > k, then the polynomial map
γ :Fq [Z]k → Fq [Z],
(X1, . . . ,Xk) → ZXp
d
1 +Z2Xp
d
2 + · · · +ZkXp
d
k ,
is injective. Take an r.e. set S ⊆ Fq [Z]k and define
R= γ (S)= {ZXpd1 +Z2Xpd2 + · · · +ZkXpdk ∈ Fq [Z] ∣∣ (X1,X2, . . . ,Xk) ∈ S}.
This set is r.e., since S is r.e. We assumed that all r.e. subsets of Fq [Z] were Diophantine, so R
is Diophantine. Now we can define S as
(X1,X2, . . . ,Xk) ∈ S ⇐⇒ ZXp
d
1 +Z2Xp
d
2 + · · · +ZkXp
d
k ∈R
which is Diophantine.
(2 ⇒ 3). Since we have a recursive presentation of Fq [Z], the relation (28) is recursive as
a relation between the integers θ(A) and θ(X). By definition of recursive relations over Fq [Z]
(see Section 2), this means that the relation between A and X is recursive. The assumption (for
k = 2) implies that this relation is Diophantine.
(3 ⇒ 1). Take an r.e. subset S of Fq [Z]. This means that the set Sθ = {θ(X) |X ∈ S} is an r.e.
subset of N. By DPRM, Sθ is Diophantine over N. Now we can use the model of N in Fq [W,Z]
to establish that S ′ = {Zθ(X) |X ∈ S} is Diophantine over Fq [W,Z]. For X ∈ Fq [W,Z] we have
X ∈ S ⇐⇒ (∃A ∈ Fq [W,Z]) (X ∈ Fq [Z] ∧A ∈ S ′ ∧A= Zθ(X)).
Lemma 4 says that “X ∈ Fq [Z]” is Diophantine and we know by assumption that “A = Zθ(X)”
is Diophantine (θ is an injection), so S is Diophantine. 
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P (n) is the polynomial encoded as n ∈ N, or P (n) is the “nth polynomial.” Note that P (n) is only
defined when n ∈ Im θ .
The preceding theorem reduces the Main Theorem to giving a Diophantine definition of
“θ(A) = θ(Zθ(X)).” But this formula can only be true if A is a power of Z, so it suffices to
define “θ(Zn)= θ(Zθ(X))” as a relation between Zn and X, which is equivalent to “X = P (n).”
6.2. . . . to a bounded universal quantifier
From now on, we use the following notational convention: If we just write (∃X), with upper
case letter, we mean (∃X ∈ Fq [Z]). Similarly, we write (∃n), with lower case letter, instead of
(∃n ∈ N).
Set P (n) = α(n)0 Zd + α(n)1 Zd−1 + · · · + α(n)d , where d is the degree of P (n). We also define:
Q
(n)
−1 = 0,
Q
(n)
0 = α(n)0 ,
Q
(n)
1 = α(n)0 Z + α(n)1 ,
...
Q
(n)
d = α(n)0 Zd + α(n)1 Zd−1 + · · · + α(n)d = P (n).
Clearly, these are only defined when P (n) is defined.
As shown in the previous section, we need to give a Diophantine definition of “X = P (n)” to
prove the Main Theorem. The following theorem gives a definition, and apart from the bounded
universal quantifier (∀k)d , it is Diophantine. This quantifier means “for all k ∈ N with k  d .”
Theorem 6. Let pk denote the kth prime number in N, and enumerate Fq as Fq = {E1,E2,
. . . ,Eq}. Then for X ∈ Fq [Z] and n ∈ N, we have
X = P (n) (29)

n ∈ Im θ (30)
∧ (∃d, e, t)
d = degP (n) (31)
∧ β(Q(n)0 , e)∧ β(Q(n)1 , e)∧ · · · ∧ β(Q(n)d , e) (32)
∧ q2e < pt−1 − 1 (33)
∧ (∃C)
0 ≡ C mod Φpt−1 (34)
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α
(n)
k =E1 ∧A =E1
)∨ · · · ∨ (α(n)k =Eq ∧A=Eq) (36)
∧ Y ≡ C mod Φpt+k−1 ∧ β(Y, e) (37)
∧ YZ +A≡ C mod Φpt+k . (38)
Remark. Formulas (30)–(33) depend only on the variables d , n, e and t (q is a constant). All
these are natural numbers, represented by powers of Z. By DPRM, these formulas are Diophan-
tine over Fq [W,Z] (see the argument at the end of Section 4.4).
(34), (35), (37) and (38) are Diophantine because the cyclotomic polynomials with prime
indices are Diophantinely definable using (26).
Formula (36) simply means “α(n)k = A,” but we have to write it like (36) to see that it is
Diophantine. For each 1 i  q , the formula “α(n)k =Ei” depends only on the variables k,n ∈ N
(every Ei is just a constant), therefore it is Diophantine by DPRM. The language stated in our
Main Theorem allows us to define every element of Fq , therefore “A=Ei” is also Diophantine.
Proof. Suppose first that X = P (n). Set d = degP (n) and take e and t such that (32) and (33)
are satisfied. Then use the Chinese Remainder Theorem to find a C ∈ Fq [Z] for which
0 ≡ C mod Φpt−1 ,
Q
(n)
0 ≡ C mod Φpt ,
Q
(n)
1 ≡ C mod Φpt+1 ,
...
X = P (n) =Q(n)d ≡ C mod Φpt+d .
This gives formulas (34) and (35). Take a k in {0,1, . . . , d}, set A = α(n)k and Y = Q(n)k−1. The
choice of C and e give (37). Finally, (38) is true because Q(n)k−1Z + α(n)k =Q(n)k .
For the other direction (⇑), we claim that Q(n)k ≡ C mod Φpt+k for −1 k  d . We prove it
by induction on k. For k = −1, the claim is true by (34). Suppose it is true for k − 1 and let us
prove it for k (0 k  d). The induction hypothesis, together with (37) and (32) give
Y ≡Q(n)k−1 mod Φpt+k−1 ∧ β(Y, e)∧ β
(
Q
(n)
k−1, e
)
.
β(Y, e) implies (using (33)) degY  q2e < pt−1 − 1  pt+k−1 − 1 = degΦpt+k−1 , the same
bound holds for degQ(n)k−1. It follows that Y =Q(n)k−1. To finish the claim, we use (36) and (38) to
get
Q
(n)
k =Q(n)k−1Z + α(n)k ≡ YZ +A ≡ C mod Φpt+k .
A similar argument, but applied to (35) instead of (37), shows that X =Q(n)d = P (n). 
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If we take Theorems 5 and 6 together, we see that we can prove our Main Theorem if we can
eliminate the bounded universal quantifier (b.u.q.) coming from Theorem 6.
Consider the formula
(∀k)y (∃X1, . . . ,Xm) Δ
(
Zy,Zk,F1, . . . ,Fn,X1, . . . ,Xm
)= 0
where F1, . . . ,Fn are free (unbounded) variables and Δ is a polynomial with coefficients in
Fq [Z]. This is the general form of a formula with a b.u.q. followed by something Diophantine.
If we set d = degΔ (total degree), we get constants d,n,m as a function of Δ. First we need a
small lemma to write this formula in a special form (but still with a b.u.q.). It is then in this form
that we will eliminate the b.u.q. to get an equivalent formula with only existential quantifiers.
Lemma 7.
(∀k)y (∃X1, . . . ,Xm) Δ
(
Zy,Zk,F1, . . . ,Fn,X1, . . . ,Xm
)= 0 (39)

(∃u, e, t)
β(F1, e)∧ · · · ∧ β(Fn, e) (40)
∧ d · max{y, q2e, q2u} t (41)
∧ (∀k)y (∃X1, . . . ,Xm)∈Bu
Δ
(
Zy,Zk,F1, . . . ,Fn,X1, . . . ,Xm
)= 0. (42)
Proof. Assuming (39), there exist X(0)1 , . . . ,X(0)m , . . . ,X(y)1 , . . . ,X(y)m such that
Δ
(
Zy,Zk,F1, . . . ,Fn,X
(k)
1 , . . .X
(k)
m
)= 0 (0 k  y).
We know from Corollary 12 that there exists a u ∈ N such that
{
X
(0)
1 , . . . ,X
(0)
m ,X
(1)
1 , . . . ,X
(1)
m , . . . ,X
(y)
1 , . . . ,X
(y)
m
}⊆ Bu.
We choose e such that (40) holds, and t big enough to satisfy (41).
The other implication is trivial. 
In the next theorem, we will eliminate the b.u.q. from formula (42). Instead of trying to prove
that (42) is Diophantine by itself, we will prove that “(40) ∧ (41) ∧ (42)” is Diophantine. In
Theorem 8 below, we will give a Diophantine formula, and show that it is equivalent to (42),
assuming that (40) and (41) are true. If either (40) or (41) is false, then “(40) ∧ (41) ∧ (42)”
is false anyway, so then it does not matter whether (42) is still equivalent to the Diophantine
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J. Demeyer / Journal of Algebra ••• (••••) •••–••• 19Theorem 8. Let F1, . . . ,Fn ∈ Fq [Z] and y,u, e, t ∈ N. Assume (40) and (41) are satisfied. Let
b0, b1, . . . , by be distinct primes, all greater than t , and none of them a divisor of q − 1. Choose
ak (0 k  y) as a prime factor of Φbk (q). Then
(∀k)y (∃X1, . . . ,Xm)∈Bu Δ
(
Zy,Zk,F1, . . . ,Fn,X1, . . . ,Xm
)= 0 (43)

(∃c) (∃A1, . . . ,Am) (∃P)
c ≡ k mod ak (0 k  y) (44)
∧Φa0Φa1 · · ·Φay |P |
Za0a1...ay − 1
Z − 1 (45)
∧ P
∣∣∣ ∏
J∈Bu
(Ai − J ) (1 i m) (46)
∧Δ(Zy,Zc,F1, . . . ,Fn,A1, . . . ,Am)≡ 0 mod P. (47)
Proof. First of all, the primes ak are all distinct (this follows from Proposition 14 or Corol-
lary 17).
Suppose we have
Δ
(
Zy,Zk,F1, . . . ,Fn,X
(k)
1 , . . . ,X
(k)
m
)= 0 with X(k)i ∈ Bu (0 k  y). (48)
Use the Chinese Remainder Theorem to get a c satisfying (44). This implies that Zc ≡
Zk mod Zak − 1, in particular Zc ≡ Zk mod Φak .
Now we apply the Chinese Remainder Theorem again to choose A1, . . . ,Am ∈ Fq [Z] such
that
Ai ≡X(k)i mod Φak (1 i m, 0 k  y). (49)
We can do this, because the moduli Φak are coprime by Proposition 14.
Using (48), we get
Δ
(
Zy,Zc,F1, . . . ,Fn,A1, . . . ,Am
)
≡Δ(Zy,Zk,F1, . . . ,Fn,X(k)1 , . . . ,X(k)m )≡ 0 mod Φak .
Since this holds for all k, this implies (47), if we set P = Φa0Φa1 · · ·Φay (this way (45) is also
satisfied).
Using the fact that X(k)i ∈ Bu, it follows from (49) that
∏
J∈Bu
(Ai − J )≡ 0 mod Φak (1 i m, 0 k  y).
This immediately implies (46).
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or equal to y, we need to find X(k)1 , . . . ,X
(k)
m ∈ Bu for which (43) is satisfied. (45) and (46) give
us
Φak |P |
∏
J∈Bu
(Ai − J ) (1 i m, 0 k  y).
Let Ψak be any irreducible factor of Φak . Corollary 17 tells us that degΨak =
ord(q mod ak)= bk .
Ψak is irreducible (and prime because of unique factorization), so if it divides a product, it
divides one of the factors, say Ψak |Ai −X(k)i , with X(k)i ∈ Bu. Written otherwise, this becomes
Ai ≡X(k)i mod Ψak (1 i m, 0 k  y).
From (44) it follows that Zc ≡ Zk mod Ψak . All this gives
Δ
(
Zy,Zk,F1, . . . ,Fn,X
(k)
1 , . . . ,X
(k)
m
)
≡Δ(Zy,Zc,F1, . . . ,Fn,A1, . . . ,Am)≡ 0 mod Ψak .
If we can prove that the degree of the left-hand side is less than the degree of Ψak , we are done.
For this we will use the assumptions of the theorem (recall that d is the total degree of Δ),
degΔ
(
Zy,Zk,F1, . . . ,Fn,X
(k)
1 , . . . ,X
(k)
m
)
 d · max{degZy,degZk,degF1, . . . ,degFn,degX(k)1 , . . . ,degX(k)m }
 d · max{y, q2e, q2u} t
< bk = degΨak . 
This theorem does indeed reduce the original formula with a b.u.q. to one with only existential
quantifiers. However, it is far from clear that all the formulas used are Diophantine, in particular
(45) and (46) seem problematic. We will prove that even these are Diophantine (see Sections 7.2
and 7.3). For the other formulas, it is easy to see that they are Diophantine, we will discuss this
in more detail in Section 7.4.
To prove that (46) is Diophantine, we will need the second variable W . That is the only place
in this paper where W is needed. Therefore, if one could prove that (46) is Diophantine over
Fq [Z] (as opposed to Fq [W,Z]), then it would follow that r.e. sets in Fq [Z] are Diophantine
over Fq [Z].
7.1. Product rings
In this interlude we study Diophantine equations over a product ring (all rings we consider
are commutative with 1) R =R1 ×R2 × · · · ×Rf . Such rings arise naturally by the Chinese
Remainder Theorem when working in a ring modulo a (non-primary) ideal. We will need this in
the next two sections.
The following proposition more or less says that a Diophantine equation has a solution in a
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natural projection maps πj :R→Rj (1  j  f ). Let F1, . . . ,Fn be elements of R, and Δ a
polynomial over Z in n+m variables. Consider the Diophantine equation
Δ(F1, . . . ,Fn,X1, . . . ,Xm)= 0. (50)
This equation has a solution (X1, . . . ,Xm) ∈Rm if and only if the system
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
Δ(π1(F1), . . . , π1(Fn),X
(1)
1 , . . . ,X
(1)
m )= 0 (in R1),
...
Δ(πf (F1), . . . , πf (Fn),X
(f )
1 , . . . ,X
(f )
m )= 0 (in Rf )
(51)
has a solution (X(j)i )1im, 1jf where X
(j)
i ∈Rj .
Proof. One direction is trivial: if (50) holds, then we simply take X(j)i = πj (Xi). Equation (50)
implies πj (Δ(F1, . . . ,Fn,X1, . . . ,Xm)) = 0 for all j = 1, . . . , f . The projections πj are ring
morphisms, so all equations in the system (51) will be satisfied.
Conversely, assume we have a solution for (51). Set
Xi =
(
X
(1)
i ,X
(2)
i , . . . ,X
(f )
i
) ∈R1 ×R2 × · · · ×Rf =R.
(50) is equivalent to
πj
(
Δ(F1, . . . ,Fn,X1, . . . ,Xm)
)= 0 for all j = 1, . . . , f .
The projections are ring morphisms, so this is equivalent to
Δ
(
πj (F1), . . . , πj (Fn),πj (X1), . . . , πj (Xm)
)= 0 for all j = 1, . . . , f .
But we know the latter is true because πj (Xi)=X(j)i . 
In this proposition, “Δ(F1, . . . ,Fn,X1, . . . ,Xm) = 0” is a so-called atomic formula in the
language of rings LR = {+, ·,0,1}. The proposition still holds if we allow conjunctions (∧). But
adding disjunctions (∨) or inequations ( =) breaks it. Counterexamples:
• “(2X = 1)∨ (3X = 1)” has solutions in Z/2Z and Z/3Z, but not in Z/2Z × Z/3Z.
• “(2X = 0)” has a solution in Z/2Z × Z/3Z, but not in Z/2Z.
If we apply Proposition 18 to the Chinese Remainder Theorem, we get:
Corollary 19. Let R be a ring, let I1, . . . ,If be pairwise coprime ideals (i.e. Ii + Ij = R
whenever i = j ), and set I =∏fj=1 Ij . Let F1, . . . ,Fn be elements of R (or R/I), and Δ a
polynomial over Z in n+m variables. Consider the equation
Δ(F1, . . . ,Fn,X1, . . . ,Xm)≡ 0 mod I. (52)
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⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
Δ(F1, . . . ,Fn,X
(1)
1 , . . . ,X
(1)
m )≡ 0 mod I1,
...
Δ(F1, . . . ,Fn,X
(f )
1 , . . . ,X
(f )
m )≡ 0 mod If .
(53)
7.2. Defining (45)
We can now tackle formula (45) from Theorem 8. As in that theorem, let b0, b1, . . . , by be
distinct primes and ak (0 k  y) a prime factor of Φbk (q). Set
r = (q − 1)Φb0(q)Φb1(q) · · ·Φby (q). (54)
Lemma 9. Let b0, b1, . . . , by be distinct primes and r as in (54). For all 0 i < j  y, qbibj − 1
is not a divisor of r .
Proof. To find a contradiction, we assume
qbibj − 1
∣∣∣(q − 1)
y∏
k=0
Φbk (q).
Dividing both sides by (q − 1)Φbi (q)Φbj (q) gives
Φbibj (q)
∣∣∣ ∏
k =i,k =j
Φbk (q).
Let a be any prime dividing Φbibj (q). Then a has to divide Φbk (q) for a certain k different
from i and j . Since bk is prime, this implies that ord(q mod a) = bk by Proposition 15. But
a|Φbibj (q) implies that qbibj ≡ 1 mod a. This is a contradiction because bibj would have to be
a multiple of bk . 
Theorem 10. Let ak , bk (0 k  y) and r be chosen as above. Then
Φa0Φa1 · · ·Φay |P |
Za0a1...ay − 1
Z − 1 (55)

(∃Q,G,H,M)
(Z − 1)PQ= (Za0a1...ay − 1) (56)
∧GH ≡ 1 mod Q (57)
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Q= Z
a0a1...ay − 1
(Z − 1)P
which is a polynomial by assumption. It follows from the theory of cyclotomic polynomials (see
Section 5) that
Za0a1...ay − 1 =
∏
d|a0a1...ay
Φd = (Z − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Φ1
Φa0Φa1 · · ·Φay︸ ︷︷ ︸
Φd with d|a0a1...ay ,
d prime
Φa0a1Φa0a2 · · ·Φa0a1...ay︸ ︷︷ ︸
Φd with d|a0a1...ay ,
d having at least 2 factors
.
Since Φa0Φa1 · · ·Φay |P , this implies that
Q
∣∣∣ ∏
d|a0a1...ay ,
d has 2 factors
Φd. (59)
We will apply Corollary 19 on the irreducible factors of Q to prove (57) and (58). So, for
each irreducible factor Ψ of Q, we need to find G, H and M such that (57) and (58) are satisfied
modulo Ψ . Note that G, H and M may depend on Ψ .
By (59), an irreducible factor of Q will be a divisor of a particular Φd . We denote this factor
by Ψd . We know that d has at least 2 prime factors, say ai and aj (i = j ). By Proposition 16,
the degree of Ψd is equal to ord(q mod d), so working modulo Ψd is the same as working in the
finite field Fqord(q mod d) . From the definition of ord it is clear that
ai |d ⇒ ord(q mod ai)|ord(q mod d) ⇒ bi |ord(q mod d).
Analogously, we have bj |ord(q mod d). Both bi and bj are prime, so bibj divides ord(q mod d).
Let G be a generator of the multiplicative group of the subfield F
q
bi bj ⊆ Fqord(q mod d) . Then G
has an inverse H . By Lemma 9, r is not a multiple of the order of this group, so Gr = 1, hence
Gr − 1 has an inverse M . This proves (57) and (58) modulo Ψd .
For the converse, it follows from (56) that
Φa0Φa1 · · ·Φay
∣∣∣Za0a1...ay − 1
Z − 1 = PQ.
We are done if we can prove that gcd(Φak ,Q) = 1 for all k. Suppose this is not the case, and let
Ψak be a common irreducible factor of Φak and Q. Then (57) implies that G ≡ 0 mod Ψak . But
the order of (Fq [Z]/Ψak )∗ is equal to qdegΨak − 1 = qbk − 1 = (q − 1)Φbk (q), which divides r .
Therefore, Gr ≡ 1 mod Ψak , in contradiction to (58). 
7.3. Defining (46)
In this section we will prove that formula (46) from Theorem 8 is Diophantine. We only need
to define it in the case that (45) holds. This is the point where we need to use the variable W .
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24 J. Demeyer / Journal of Algebra ••• (••••) •••–•••Theorem 11. Let P be a polynomial in Fq [Z] dividing Za0a1...ay − 1, and let A ∈ Fq [Z]. Then
P
∣∣∣ ∏
J∈Bu
(
A− J ) (60)

(∃s,w)
s is prime ∧ s > q2u ∧ s  q − 1 ∧ s  ϕ(a0a1 . . . ay) (61)
∧w is prime ∧w|Φs(q) (62)
∧ (∃B ∈ Fq [W,Z]) (∃M(1),M(2),M(3) ∈ Fq [W,Z])
B2M(1) ≡ (Wq2u −Wqu)B mod P(Z) (63)
∧Φw(W)M(2) ≡ Bqs −B mod P(Z) (64)
∧ (W −Z)M(3) ≡A−B mod P(Z). (65)
We claim that it suffices to prove this theorem for P irreducible. Indeed, assume P factors as
P =
f∏
j=1
Pj (Pj irreducible).
All these factors will be distinct, since P divides the squarefree polynomial Za0a1...ay − 1.
It is clear that (60) holds for P if and only if it holds for all Pj . In the bottom part, s and w
do not depend on P , and the other equations all work modulo P , so we can apply Corollary 19.
That version of the Chinese Remainder Theorem works because the Pi are distinct irreducible
polynomials in Fq [Z]. This means that (Pi)+ (Pj )= (1) whenever i = j .
We will now do the proof of Theorem 11 for P irreducible. P is a divisor of Za0a1...ay − 1, so
P = Ψd(Z), where Ψd is an irreducible factor of Φd for a certain d|a0a1 . . . ay . We can interpret
working modulo P = Ψd(Z) as working in the ring Fq [W,Z]/P ∼= Fqh [W ], where h= degΨd =
ord(q mod d) according to Proposition 16 (neither d nor h have to be prime for this).
This means that we have to prove
Theorem 12. Let Ψd be an irreducible factor of Φd , with d|a0a1 . . . ay . Set h = degΨd =
ord(q mod d). Let Z denote the reduction of Z modulo Ψd(Z), and Bu the reduction of the
set Bu ⊂ Fq [Z] modulo Ψd(Z). Then for A ∈ Fqh we have
A ∈ Bu (66)

(∃s,w)
s is prime ∧ s > q2u ∧ s  q − 1 ∧ s  ϕ(a0a1 . . . ay) (67)
∧w is prime ∧w|Φs(q) (68)
∧ (∃B ∈ Fqh [W ])
B2
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∧A≡ B mod W −Z. (71)
Proof. If (66) holds, then by definition of Bu (see Section 4.6), there exists a polynomial X(ξ) ∈
Fq [ξ ] (note: Fq [ξ ], not Fqh [ξ ]) such that
A=X(Z) (72)
∧X(ξ)2∣∣(ξq2u − ξqu)X(ξ) (in Fq [ξ ]). (73)
Substituting W for ξ in (73) gives
X(W)2
∣∣(Wq2u −Wqu)X(W).
We get (69) if we set
B =X(W). (74)
Take s and w satisfying (67) and (68). By Corollary 17, Φw(W) factors in polynomials of
degree s, so
Fq [W ]/Φw(W)∼= Fqs × · · · × Fqs .
Therefore,
X(W)q
s ≡X(W) mod Φw(W).
Since B =X(W), we have (70).
Reducing (74) modulo W −Z gives
B ≡X(Z) mod W −Z.
Since A =X(Z), we get (71).
Conversely, assume (67) to (71) hold. From formula (69) follows that degB  q2u, hence
there exist B0,B1, . . . ,Bq2u ∈ Fqh such that
B = B0 +B1W +B2W + · · · +Bq2uWq
2u
. (75)
Recall h = ord(q mod d), implying that h|ϕ(d)|ϕ(a0a1 . . . ay). Since s is prime and s 
ϕ(a0a1 . . . ay), this means that gcd(h, s) = 1. Now
ord
(
qh mod w
)= ord(q mod w)
gcd(h,ord(q mod w))
= s
gcd(h, s)
= s = ord(q mod w).
This means that the irreducible factors of Φw(W) over Fqh have degree s, so they must be
the same as the irreducible factors of Φw(W) over Fq . Let Ψw(W) be such a factor. Note that
Fq [W ]/Ψw(W)∼= Fqs , therefore Wqs ≡W mod Ψw(W).
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B ≡ B0 +B1W +B2W 2 + · · · +Bq2uWq
2u
mod Ψw(W). (76)
We raise both sides to the power qs , taking into account Bqs ≡ B mod Ψw(W) by (70) and
Wq
s ≡W mod Ψw(W):
B ≡ Bqs0 +Bq
s
1 W +Bq
s
2 W
2 + · · · +Bqs
q2u
Wq
2u
mod Ψw(W). (77)
The right-hand sides of (76) and (77) are both polynomials in Fqh [W ] of degree at most q2u < s.
They are congruent modulo Ψw(W), which has degree s, so they must be equal, hence Bq
s
i = Bi
for all i. The Bi are the coefficients of B , a priori these were chosen in Fqh . However, we now
see that they are also in Fqs . Since gcd(h, s) = 1, it follows that Bi ∈ Fqh ∩ Fqs = Fq .
Going back to (75), all this means that there exists a polynomial X(ξ) ∈ Fq [ξ ] (note: Fq [ξ ],
not Fqh [ξ ]) such that
B =X(W).
Together with (69) this gives
X(W)2
∣∣(Wq2u −Wqu)X(W).
This condition states exactly that X ∈ Bu. Finally, observe that
A≡ B ≡X(W)≡X(Z) mod W −Z.
Since A and X(Z) are constants (elements of Fqh ), this actually means that A is equal to
X(Z) ∈ Bu. 
7.4. Putting everything together
Putting Lemma 7 and Theorems 8, 10 and 11 together, we get the following equivalence:
(∀k)y (∃X1, . . . ,Xm) Δ
(
Zy,Zk,F1, . . . ,Fn,X1, . . . ,Xm
)= 0

(∃u, e, t)
β(F1, e)∧ · · · ∧ β(Fn, e)
∧ d · max{y, q2e, q2u} t
∧ (∃b¯ ∈ N) (∃a¯ ∈ N)
b¯ is a product of y + 1 primes b0, b1, . . . , by with
t < b0 < b1 < · · ·< by and bk  q − 1 for all k
∧ a¯ is a product of y + 1 primes a0 < a1 < · · ·< ay ,
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c ≡ k mod ak (0 k  y)
∧Δ(Zy,Zc,F1, . . . ,Fn,A1, . . . ,Am)≡ 0 mod P
∧ (∃r) (∃Q,G,H,M)
r = (q − 1)Φb0(q)Φb1(q) · · ·Φby (q)
∧ (Z − 1)PQ= (Za¯ − 1)
∧GH ≡ 1 mod Q
∧ (Gr − 1)M ≡ 1 mod Q
∧ (∃s,w)
s is prime ∧ s > q2u ∧ s  q − 1 ∧ s  ϕ(a0a1 . . . ay)
∧w is prime ∧w|Φs(q)
∧
m∧
i=1
(∃Bi ∈ Fq [W,Z])(
Wq
2u −Wqu)Bi ≡ 0 mod(P,B2i )
∧Bqsi ≡ Bi mod
(
P,Φw(W)
)
∧Ai ≡ Bi mod(P,W −Z).
In this formula, d , m and n are constants depending on the given Δ. Then we have constants
p and q coming from the ring we work in. The variables F1, . . . ,Fn and y (represented by Zy )
occur free (unbounded).
b0 through by are not really variables; bi is just a notation for a recursive function applied
on the variable b¯, returning the ith smallest prime factor of b¯. The formula saying that “b¯ is a
product . . . ” is a relation between the variables b¯, y and t . Similarly, a0, . . . , ay are not variables,
but a¯ is.
There are several formulas whose variables run only in the natural numbers. These variables
are represented by powers of Z and have to be interpreted as explained in Section 4.4. Therefore,
these formulas are Diophantine. Special attention has to be paid to the formula “c ≡ k mod ak
for all 0 k  y.” This must be seen as one formula, in the variables c, y and a¯. We cannot write
this down as a system of y formulas, because y is not constant.
Finally, the last three formulas correspond to (63)–(65), but we have rewritten them as a
congruence modulo an ideal generated by two polynomials.
All the other formulas are easily seen to be Diophantine. Also note that the only quantifiers
appearing are existential. Therefore, the whole formula, which is equivalent to (∀k)y (∃X1, . . . ,
Xm) Δ(Z
y,Zk,F1, . . . ,Fn,X1, . . . ,Xm) = 0, is Diophantine. Looking back at Theorems 5
and 6, we may conclude that we have proven the Main Theorem.
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